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Let the stats 
speak for 

themselves

Why should you 
personalise?

Ideas you can 
implement with little 

to none effort

Data-driven 
personalisation examples

Ask questions, 
discuss challenges 
and share solutions

Q&A
Session

The data-driven path to personalisation
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80% of businesses believe 
they delivered a superior 
experience. 

Only 8% of customer agree 
they receive a good 
customer experience.

80%

8%

 Source: 

The Experience Gap
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Q Select

Q Right

Q Wrong

Path to personalisation Q: What percentage of customers say they 
would stop buying from a brand they love after just one bad 

customer experience?

18%

46%22% B

D

A

C 32%
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32% of customers say they 
will stop buying from a brand 
they love after just one bad 
experience.

             
32%

 Source: 

First impressions count
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86% of buyers are willing to 
pay more for a great 
customer experience.

86%

 Source: 

Revenue potential
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21% experience gap for Retail

 Source: 

Expectation vs Satisfaction
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What does a good 
customer experience 
look like?
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35% of Amazon purchases 
are done because of 
personalisation.

A personalised customer 
experience is the must for 
digital retail.

Competing with the beast
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Using personalisation to drive conversion
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When personalisation goes wrong
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When personalisation goes wrong
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The wrong use of customer data



because you can start with baby steps to create a better 
personalised customer experience

User 
behaviours

Customer’s personal 
situation

Previous 
purchases

The easy data-driven path to Personalisation
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DATA!

1 3 4

Environmental 
Trends



Path to Personalisation
Plot 1: User behaviour data
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JOURNEYS ZONES

AI ALERTSSESSION REPLAYWORKSPACES

First things first, what does the data say?
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12.8% of visitors add to cart 
multiple times.

Click recurrence

 Source: 

First things first, what does the data say?
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Multi add visitors

I want to create the experience on 
Product Page

To drive the objective  of
Easier/quicker adding to bag
Increasing CR & AOV

My data-driven personalisation segment is

Personalising for..
Visitors who add multiple of the same product to the cart
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Q Select

Q Right

Q Wrong

Path to personalisation Q: Knowing your visitors add multiple of 
the same item to cart, what would you do to create a better 
experience for them and thereby increasing your CR + AOV?

   Add an additional CTA underneath 
the original CTA to add 8 at once

Add a changeable quantity box in 
front of the add to cart CTA  

Do nothing, they are already
 adding multiple to cart themselves B

D

A

C In the added to bag dropdown, 
encourage to add product again
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Beerwulf’s Path to Personalisation
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+6.4%

AOV

+6.7%

REVENUE
+5.8%

Add to Cart

 Source: 

Data + personalisation = $£€
1 2
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Path to Personalisation
Plot 2: Insights into Environmental trends
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Dietary profile
questionnaire

First things first, what does the data say?
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Dietary profile
questionnaire

First things first, what does the data say?
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Visitors that have dietary restrictions

I want to create the experience on 
Product & Listing Page

To drive the objective of
Inform them of no-go products to help drive 
conversions

Visitors with dietary requirements

My data-driven personalisation segment is

Personalising for..
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Sainsbury’s path to Personalisation
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Environmentally conscious visitors

I want to create the experience on 
Product Listing page 

To drive the objective of
Tailor the site to their needs 

Visitors who are environmentally conscious

My data-driven personalisation segment is

Personalising for..
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Lush’s path to Personalisation
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Path to Personalisation
Plot 3: Insight into the customers personal situation
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Opt out
Options for 
email + site 
experience

First things first, what does the data say?
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Opt out
Options for 
email + site 
experience

First things first, what does the data say?
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Visitors prefering to be opted out of events 
that are sensitive to them

I want to create the experience on 
Everywhere on the site

To drive the objective of
Reducing (sensitive) friction 

Visitors sensitive to key events

My data-driven personalisation segment is

Personalising for..
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Bloom & Wild’s path to Personalisation
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Father’s Day shown

Father’s Day not shown



Path to Personalisation
Plot 3: Previous purchase data
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Repeat purchasers more 
likely to search rather than 
going through a PLP from 

the homepage

First things first, what does the data say?
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Visitors that have previously purchased 
products

I want to create the experience on 
Everywhere on the site

To drive the objective of
Ease the customer journey
Increase purchase frequency

Repeat purchasers

My data-driven personalisation segment is

Personalising for..
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Conversion rate

+123%

Provide users with personalised quick links to relevant 
searched PLP categories from the landing page



Visitors that have previously purchased 
products

I want to create the experience on 
Everywhere on the site

To drive the objective of
Ease the customer journey
Increase purchase frequency

Repeat purchasers

My data-driven personalisation segment is

Personalising for..
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Estee Lauder’s path to Personalisation
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Event Special Offer
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Page load audit that compares your site 
speed with another website of your choice 

Bespoke report highlighting any issues with 
recommendations to optimise and improve 

load time



Q&A Time!
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Thanks
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